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CSUC Sculpture     Name: ________________________ 
Simons 

HANDOUT / ASSIGNMENT #8a: Filling the mold / Moldmaking Assignment 

 

Not all molds are created equal. All molds are specific to their model, their use, and cast, not to mention 
cost and time. If you enjoy moldmaking, continue trying out different approaches. For starters: 

Once you get the basics down, you can learn much of this on your own!!!! See: Smooth-On Moldmaking 
booklet in class and watch online videos: https://www.smooth-on.com/howto/basics-mold-making/ 

A great resource for ordering materials + how to’s online: Douglas & Sturgess catalogue: www.artstuf.com 
  
Techniques for pouring and brushing waxes into a mold:  
Remember to check on requirements for release agents between the wax and the mold! 
The first layer of wax is your face coat. Use hot wax to pick up the best detail. 
Be observant and patient. Notice the changing temperatures of wax from the time it’s ladled out of the wax 
pot till it cools down. Observe how it handles and looks different from hot to cool.  

For a small mold that will be a solid cast: Pour, allow to cool at least 20 minutes, open 

For a slightly larger mold that will be a hollow pattern: Slushing/ rotation, pour out; repeat if necessary; 
cool at least 30 minutes; check thickness with a needle tool after it comes out of the mold 

For an open-faced mold: use a natural bristle brush to paint into the mold or over the slushed mold layer 
to add thickness 

Dip the ladle into the wax pot. Use this ladleful as your wax reserve. Apply a face coat of hot wax using 
a natural bristle brush (“chip brush” = boar’s hair). Follow w/ a coat of less hot wax. Then another coat of 
cooler wax. Repeat last two steps till 3/16” thick. Each coat should be successively cooler but not so 
cool that it doesn’t go on smoothly. Rough brush strokes can create problems in your bronze casting. If 
working with an open-faced mold, alternate direction of brushstrokes in each layer. This weaves the 
layers together.  

Block mold Multi-piece plaster mold Alginate Plaster-gauze bandage

2-part plaster mold Blanket mold Clay press-mold “Friendly Plastic”

Schedule:  
October 28th and 30th (week 10): Class time during this week will consist of two moldmaking 
days solidly packed with instruction and production. You’ll have a finished mold by the end of 
class on the 30th. 

October 30 - Nov. 3: Pour wax casts from molds, make multiples. Contribute to the Junkyard of 
Useless Capitalist Things. Use lab hours to do this. 

By November 4th: Gating will commence. Gating should be finished by November 8th in order 
to begin dipping your trees. Your final dip will be no less than 24 hours before the pour.  

https://www.smooth-on.com/howto/basics-mold-making/
http://www.artstuf.com
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For large molds: after the first coat of 180°F wax, add spider web of 1/8” spaghetti wax and use it as a 
guide to create even thickness. Notice how high points lose their wax thickness. Pay attention to those 
places and be sure to thicken them.  

ASSIGNMENT: Making Multiple Multiples and the Our Personal Junkyard of Useless 
Capitalist Things 

Pour your silicone molds in wax. Make many many many casts. So many that you can’t believe it.  

Experiment with press molds in wet WATER-BASED clay (don’t use the Plastilina for this. It is wax-based and 
will melt when hot wax is poured into it.) 

Use the natural attributes of molds to explore one or more of the following:  
series, multiples, and “affordances”* 

Explore the potential of arrangement, hybridization, mutation. Do not lose sight of final exhibition-ready 
presentation (installation, plinth?) 

Contribute to The Junkyard: at 
least 6 wax casts from your 
molds. Not your rejects, please.  

After creating pieces for this 
assignment, have these molds 
ready for casting before Artie’s 
visit on 11/4.  

*This term comes from” The 
Psychology of Everyday Things”, 
by Don Norman 
https://www.interaction-
design.org/literature/topics/
affordances 

RESEARCH PROMPTS: 
Multiples & Mutations 
Twins 
Ai Wei Wei 
Kiki Smith 
Tony Cragg 
Garbage 
Cellular reproduction 
Stuttering 

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/affordances
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/affordances
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/affordances

